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No Safeword Mar 26 2022 "My safeword," she said hurriedly. "We forgot to discuss my safeword." "This isn't some amateur scene at a BDSM club. There's no negotiation. There is no safeword. You signed that away when you joined The Enclave." Jaime Shepard fantasizes about being
bound in chains-her heart, body and soul the possession of a Master who won't hesitate to take what he wants. Unfortunately, exploring dreams of sensual submission has taken a backseat to the daily grind of life, yet she never feels more alive, more vital, more herself than when
engaging in a scene at one of the local BDSM clubs. When the sexy, mysterious owner of Asheville's premiere underground BDSM club makes Jaime the offer of a lifetime, she jumps at the chance to experience The Enclave, a secluded community dedicated to the passionate realization
of a 24/7 BDSM lifestyle. Against the backdrop of a luxurious mountain resort, Jaime's rigorous, full-immersion indoctrination begins. Erotic discipline and intensive slave training push Jaime to the very limits of her boundaries and force her to reach deep inside to discover the grace and
inner strength necessary for true submission. One thing she isn't seeking is love-but it might find her just the same.
Obsession - Girl Abducted: Formerly the Stalker - Revised and Expanded Jul 06 2020 A dark exploration of sensual obsession, dominance and control. Submerge yourself in a dangerous, erotic journey of self-discovery between Master and slave.
Mindfulness & the Natural World Nov 29 2019 Mindfulness & the Natural World explores what it means to connect with nature and how we can learn from nature to be more mindful in everyday life. Claire Thompson takes us on an engaging journey into the natural world and
encourages us to experience its beauty and intrinsic value through the art of mindfulness. Through personal anecdotes and proven insights, she reveals how a deeper awareness of the natural world is key to inspiring us to care about and protect nature, and developing a more sustainable
world.
Our Man Friday Jul 18 2021 M/M/F menage - Cassidy fights the lingering feelings for her ex, Ian. Still secretly, desperately in love with him, she settles for sharing a house and a business. Their lives are intertwined in every way--except the way she wants most. Fear of commitment
drove Ian to push their romance into the friendship zone. But things become decidedly uncomfortable when sexy Scotsman Kye McClellan enters the picture. Ian is faced with the sudden prospect of losing the thing most precious to him. As both Cassidy and Ian succumb to Kyes
charms, Cassidy begins to wonder if she can have all she's ever wanted...plus one. Then, just as things get white-hot, Kyes takes to his feet to avoid the burn. Ian and Cassidy are left with each other...and an even bigger missing piece than before. All they can do is trust that love will
somehow bring their gypsy-hearted lover home again."
The Toy Jun 16 2021 Gina, an unassuming young woman, is kidnapped by two men. Frank, the romantic, and Gordon, the sadist, use the terrified girl for their pleasure, keeping her prisoner in a room full of mirrors. While Gordon introduces Gina to the whip, the cane, and the rope,
Frank introduces her to the kiss and the gentle touch, and a sexual awakening that leaves her hungry for more. We watch Gina change from a frightened girl to a fully sexual woman, in the context of constant torture and sexual stimulation. In the end the boundaries dissolve between
consensual and nonconsensual, between pleasure and pain, between control and love.
Binding Discoveries Aug 07 2020 Olivia and Tom are in love and this time it's the real thing. Enter Mark Hunter, the man Olivia hadn't quite had the nerve to lose her virginity to seven years earlier and hasn't seen since. What begins as an innocent rekindling of friendship rapidly
develops into a sensual journey between the three. Mark takes the pair deeper into a steamy feast of the senses, teaching Olivia to connect with her submissive yearnings, guiding Tom as he explores his bi-curious impulses. Mark, naturally dominant, coaxes the curious young couple
down a path of dominance and submission that turns treacherous when Olivia confuses love and desire. Jealousies and loss darken the lighthearted sexy menage, forcing the confrontation of past demons, present lusts and dreams of a future filled with love.
Task Design In Mathematics Education May 04 2020 *THIS BOOK IS AVAILABLE AS OPEN ACCESS BOOK ON SPRINGERLINK* This open access book is the product of ICMI Study 22 Task Design in Mathematics Education. The study offers a state-of-the-art summary of
relevant research and goes beyond that to develop new insights and new areas of knowledge and study about task design. The authors represent a wide range of countries and cultures and are leading researchers, teachers and designers. In particular, the authors develop explicit
understandings of the opportunities and difficulties involved in designing and implementing tasks and of the interfaces between the teaching, researching and designing roles – recognising that these might be undertaken by the same person or by completely separate teams. Tasks generate
the activity through which learners meet mathematical concepts, ideas, strategies and learn to use and develop mathematical thinking and modes of enquiry. Teaching includes the selection, modification, design, sequencing, installation, observation and evaluation of tasks. The book
illustrates how task design is core to effective teaching, whether the task is a complex, extended, investigation or a small part of a lesson; whether it is part of a curriculum system, such as a textbook, or promotes free standing activity; whether the task comes from published source or is
devised by the teacher or the student.
The Abduction of Kelsey Jul 30 2022 Formerly released as: Claiming KelseyEmbark on a journey along a dark path of erotic control and forced submission. James Bennett is captivated by his lovely but unattainable coworker, Kelsey Rowan. When she spurns his advances, he
unleashes his long-hidden dark passions and takes her by force. Through a regime of erotic training, punishment and domination, James intends to mold Kelsey into the submissive and obedient wife of his dreams. Kelsey had no idea her mild-mannered boss was secretly and dangerously
obsessed with her. Held against her will in a secluded cabin, she is subjected to a relentless barrage of sexual training and mind control, counterbalanced by James' terrifying declarations of love. As Kelsey succumbs to his rigid control, she must summon the will to survive, while edging
precariously close to the brink of madness. Not for the faint of heart, The Abduction of Kelsey is a stark, probing look into the inner workings of a twisted mind, and the courage of one woman who never gives up in the fight to keep her spirit alive.
Sunlight, Vitamin D and Skin Cancer Dec 31 2019 The third edition is a comprehensive and updated overview of positive and negative effects of UV-exposure, with a focus on Vitamin D and skin cancer. Researchers, oncologists,and students will be provided with the most significant
and timely information related to topics such as the epidemiology of skin cancer, the immune system and skin cancer, ultraviolet damage, DNA repair and Vitamin D in Nonmelanoma skin cancer and malignant melanoma. There have been a number of new, scientific findings in this fast
moving field that necessitated a thoroughly updated and revised edition including new Vitamin D metabolites and skin cancer, new findings on the beneficial effects of UV and solar UV and skin cancer, adverse effects of sun protection and sunscreens, sun exposure and mortality, and
more. The book will summarize essential, up-to-date information for every clinician or scientist interested in how to balance the positive and negative effects of UV?exposure to minimize the risks of developing vitamin D deficiency and skin cancer.
Submission Times Two Feb 22 2022 Ethan and Cam are in love. There's just one small problem-they're both submissives. Can two subs submit to one Dom? Or will the intensity of a D/s ménage break their world apart?
Slave Girl Nov 02 2022 In Slave Girl, Jill is a bored housewife married to straitlaced, conservative attorney Barry. Jill's been a very bad girl. She just can't keep her hands off the sexy repairmen who come by while her husband's at work. But everything changes the day her husband
walks in on her being "serviced" by the very naked man who mows the lawn. Barry gives Jill the spanking of her life, which culminates in the hottest sex the couple has ever had — and in Jill becoming his sex slave. In "David and Rachel," a loving D/S couple experience ultimate
ecstasy when they invite a female submissive into their lair. "Mistress/Slave" features a dominatrix who takes a stroll on the submissive side. And in "Tough Boy," a brutish biker submits to the mistress of his dreams.
Rhymes with Claire Mar 02 2020 A parrot with a penchant for rhyming transforms one young girl’s day into an unexpectedly awesome adventure in this sweet and silly follow-up to Rhymes with Doug! Otto, the rhyming parrot, is causing a little bit of trouble for Doug’s friend Claire.
Claire brings Otto to school and the little feathered fellow, who rhymed Doug’s name with everything from mug to pug to bug, uses Claire’s moniker as a jumping off point. All starts off innocently enough: fair and share, but then takes a decidedly more dangerous turn from bear to flare!
How can one little parrot cause so much trouble?
Switch Apr 26 2022 Dane is reigning king in the Austin BDSM scene. Nathan sees beyond Dane's swaggering persona to the hidden submissive beneath. Can Nathan convince Dane of his place at his feet? As the two come together, the sexual sparks fly. It's only a matter of time before a
spark catches and bursts into flame.
National Testing in Schools Apr 02 2020 Over the last two decades, large-scale national, or provincial, standardised testing has become prominent in the schools of many countries around the globe. National Testing in Schools: An Australian Assessment draws on research to consider
the nature of national testing and its multiple effects, including: media responses and constructions such as league tables of performance pressures within school systems and on schools effects on the work and identities of principals and teachers and impacts on the experience of
schooling for many young people, including those least advantaged. Using Australia as the case site for global concerns regarding national testing, this book will be an invaluable companion for education researchers, teacher educators, teacher education students and teachers globally.
Forced Submission Apr 14 2021 Mia is thrilled when she's hired as administrative assistant to handsome millionaire, Ellis Hughes. Her dream job quickly becomes a nightmare when she learns, too late, that Ellis Hughes is a sexual sadist, determined to mold her into his perfect
submissive slave girl. Stripped of her freedom and her identity, Mia becomes M, her life focused entirely on the avoidance of pain and the seeking of what pleasure she can find in the dungeon of the man she now knows only as Sir. As M struggles to rekindle the flame of her spirit
amidst a constant barrage of erotic torture and sexual subjugation, help is offered from an unexpected source-a tiny spark of hope in the darkness of M's forced submission.
The Compound Nov 21 2021 Prepare to submit, body and soul, to the total immersion BDSM training experience that is The Compound. Craving the truly definitive submissive experience she has yearned for all her adult life, Alexis Stewart marshals her courage to commit to a month of
training at The Compound. There she is placed in the hands of Master John, a stern Dominant with the reputation as an uncompromising taskmaster. Despite rigorous 24/7 sexual submission, erotic torture, endurance training and punishment, Alexis smashes again and again against selfimposed walls of resistance that keep her from attaining her goal. Master Paul Evans is well aware of The Compound rule never to get involved with the trainees, and that's never been a problem-until now. From the moment he sees the lovely Alexis, he feels the powerful allure of her
sensual beauty and submissive spirit. Will he risk everything to steal her heart? This smoldering mix of dark, edgy BDSM and hidden desires threatens to combust into a firestorm of forbidden passion, lust, and ultimately, love.
Enslaved Oct 01 2022 A dark, edgy BDSM romance... Caught red-handed with her fingers in the company cash, Rae Johansen must choose between near-certain jail time or a much shorter sentence locked away in a BDSM Dungeon. Acceptance means placing her free will, her body and
possibly her soul in the hands of a dominant man who demands complete submission. Whips, chains, ropes, floggers and the sensual wrath of a spurned lover are just some of what await the hapless slave girl, should she accept the terms he offers. Choose right, Rae, and choose wisely.

This may be the last choice you ever make.
Applications of Polyhedral Oligomeric Silsesquioxanes Feb 10 2021 The commercial availability and decreasing cost of polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes in recent years has opened up the field to everybody who wishes to apply these unique properties in their own technologies.
This is the first book to provide a comprehensive overview of these applications, and covers the synthesis, characterization and history of polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes, their use as metallasilsesquioxane catalysts, their effect upon polymer properties and plastics performance,
and their use in superhydrophobic nanocomposites, and electronics, energy, space and biomedical applications. "Applications of Polyhedral Oligomeric Silsesquioxanes" is a valuable reference for those working across a range of disciplines, including chemists, materials scientists,
polymer physicists, plastics engineers, surface scientists, and anybody with a commercial or academic interest in plastics, composite materials, space materials, dental materials, tissue engineering, drug delivery, lithography, fuel cells, batteries, lubricants, or liquid crystal, LED, sensor,
photovoltaic or biomedical devices.
Tricked Mar 14 2021 She dreams of a dark Master who claims her as his captive... Until the fantasy becomes all too real... Callie is an innocent, her head filled with submissive ideas of a strong, sexy guy taking full control. When she connects online with a kindred spirit on an adultsonly chat site, she shares all her secret abduction fantasies. They agree to meet for dinner, but when Callie arrives, it's not her new friend, Diana, who is waiting for her, but the dark, sexy Master of her dreams... or is he her worst nightmare? Warning: this Dark Obsessions novel is an
edgy captive tale. It is NOT a romance. Read only if you dare...
The Routledge Companion to Travel Writing Jun 04 2020 As many places around the world confront issues of globalization, migration and postcoloniality, travel writing has become a serious genre of study, reflecting some of the greatest concerns of our time. Encompassing forms as
diverse as field journals, investigative reports, guidebooks, memoirs, comic sketches and lyrical reveries; travel writing is now a crucial focus for discussion across many subjects within the humanities and social sciences. An ideal starting point for beginners, but also offering new
perspectives for those familiar with the field, The Routledge Companion to Travel Writing examines: Key debates within the field, including postcolonial studies, gender, sexuality and visual culture Historical and cultural contexts, tracing the evolution of travel writing across time and
over cultures Different styles, modes and themes of travel writing, from pilgrimage to tourism Imagined geographies, and the relationship between travel writing and the social, ideological and occasionally fictional constructs through which we view the different regions of the world.
Covering all of the major topics and debates, this is an essential overview of the field, which will also encourage new and exciting directions for study. Contributors: Simon Bainbridge, Anthony Bale, Shobhana Bhattacharji, Dúnlaith Bird, Elizabeth A. Bohls, Wendy Bracewell, Kylie
Cardell, Daniel Carey, Janice Cavell, Simon Cooke, Matthew Day, Kate Douglas, Justin D. Edwards, David Farley, Charles Forsdick, Corinne Fowler, Laura E. Franey, Rune Graulund, Justine Greenwood, James M. Hargett, Jennifer Hayward, Eva Johanna Holmberg, Graham Huggan,
William Hutton, Robin Jarvis, Tabish Khair, Zoë Kinsley, Barbara Korte, Julia Kuehn, Scott Laderman, Claire Lindsay, Churnjeet Mahn, Nabil Matar, Steve Mentz, Laura Nenzi, Aedín Ní Loingsigh, Manfred Pfister, Susan L. Roberson, Paul Smethurst, Carl Thompson, C.W.
Thompson, Margaret Topping, Richard White, Gregory Woods.
Taken Jan 12 2021 She's not the first girl they've captured, but if she has anything to say about it, she will be the last... A quiet loner, Jane is abducted and held, not for ransom, but to be a toy in a dangerous game. No one is looking for her. Jane is on her own if she hopes to escape. Her
world shrinks to survival and a rising determination to break free. It's only a matter of time until they tire of her. Will she find the courage and cunning to fight? Or will they make her simply... disappear?
Artificial Hells Dec 23 2021 Since the 1990s, critics and curators have broadly accepted the notion that participatory art is the ultimate political art: that by encouraging an audience to take part an artist can promote new emancipatory social relations. Around the world, the champions of
this form of expression are numerous, ranging from art historians such as Grant Kester, curators such as Nicolas Bourriaud and Nato Thompson, to performance theorists such as Shannon Jackson. Artificial Hells is the first historical and theoretical overview of socially engaged
participatory art, known in the US as “social practice.” Claire Bishop follows the trajectory of twentieth-century art and examines key moments in the development of a participatory aesthetic. This itinerary takes in Futurism and Dada; the Situationist International; Happenings in Eastern
Europe, Argentina and Paris; the 1970s Community Arts Movement; and the Artists Placement Group. It concludes with a discussion of long-term educational projects by contemporary artists such as Thomas Hirschhorn, Tania Bruguera, Pawe? Althamer and Paul Chan. Since her
controversial essay in Artforum in 2006, Claire Bishop has been one of the few to challenge the political and aesthetic ambitions of participatory art. In Artificial Hells, she not only scrutinizes the emancipatory claims made for these projects, but also provides an alternative to the ethical
(rather than artistic) criteria invited by such artworks. Artificial Hells calls for a less prescriptive approach to art and politics, and for more compelling, troubling and bolder forms of participatory art and criticism.
Entrepreneurship As Practice Oct 28 2019 This innovative book takes seriously the ordinary activities of entrepreneurship and maps out new pathways for scholars to understand the nature, properties, and implications of studying practices for entrepreneurship studies.
Entrepreneurship is neither an art nor a science, but a bundle of practices, as Peter Drucker once observed. Curiously however, academic research on entrepreneurship mostly abstracts away from practical activity. In contrast, Entrepreneurship As Practice takes ordinary activities of
entrepreneurship seriously by mapping out new pathways for scholars to consider the everyday practices through which entrepreneurship occurs. Each chapter draws on contemporary theories of practice to illuminate the nature, properties, and implications of studying the practices of
entrepreneurship. The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal Entrepreneurship & Regional Development.
At His Mercy Sep 19 2021 Intense. Exclusive. Invitation only. Do you have what it takes to be a pleasure sub? Masters Club, a private BDSM venue for serious players, is perfect for Dom Cameron Lord, who gives the kink lifestyle everything he's got-except his heart... When he
witnesses a lovely sub girl enduring a botched scene at a NYC public club, he sees her potential. She'll make an excellent addition to the Masters Club. But as he steps closer, he recognizes her...and all bets should have been off. Aspiring young attorney Jess Cooper gets her release at the
BDSM clubs around town, where she enjoys letting her inner sub fly. There's nothing better than to be naked and bound, a stranger in black leather behind her wielding a whip. It's the perfect anonymous relief from a stressful workweek. Until her worlds collide when Mr. Lord, the super
sexy partner at her firm, watches her from the sidelines. Any hope that he hadn't recognized her with her clothes off vanishes the very next day at the office. No, he doesn't say a word about what he saw. His invitation says it all... At His Mercy is the first book in Claire Thompson's new
BDSM Romance series-Masters Club. If you enjoy powerful alpha men who aren't afraid to take what they want, but give so much in return to the women they fall for, then this series is for you!
Handyman May 28 2022 What can a sophisticated Wall Street trader and a simple handyman possibly have in common? Handsome, sexy and gay, Will Spencer uses and discards lovers as easily as he trades stocks. He is used to taking what-and who-he wants. Jack Crawford, a recently
widowed handyman, never thought of himself as gay. Frightened by an erotic encounter years before, Jack has never embraced his deepest sexual longings. In an unlikely pairing, Will and Jack explore an incendiary relationship, sometimes humorous, sometimes heartbreaking, always
scintillatingly erotic. Jack is forced to confront feelings he's hidden for a lifetime. Will is faced with something he isn't sure he can handle-love. Warning: Hot, delicious male/male erotic romance. Danger: Explicit m/m sex.
Masked Submission May 16 2021 When Dylan Reese first sees Tomas, the sensual masked Dom at Club Chained, he instantly feels the connection between them. Falling under his dark spell, Dylan is unable to resist his commands, baring his body and his soul for his masked lover. In
an intense exchange of sensual power, Dylan submits with an honesty and a passion he's never known. He finds himself falling hopelessly in love with a stranger who can't or won't reveal himself. Dr. Jack Marchand, a professor of medieval history, is smitten the moment he lays eyes on
Dylan, the green-eyed PhD candidate he is mentoring. As their friendship blossoms, so does their trust - freeing Dylan to confess his submissive orientation while Jack admits his naturally dominant impulses. A tumble into bed after too much to drink convinces Jack he must possess
Dylan on every level. But just as Dylan is captured by a fantasy, Jack is held prisoner by a secret of his own creation. Jack finally realizes the only way to liberate Dylan's heart is to confess what he has kept hidden from the world.
No Refusal Jan 24 2022 When the Master wants you, you can't refuse... When Jordan Heller applies for a job as resident Mistress at a BDSM club, she meets a roadblock...Master Donovan Cartwright. To qualify for the position, she has to show him she can not only give it, but take it...
Though she's an experienced Domme with a stable of sub boys to prove it, something has always been... missing. But Donovan sees things in Jordan she barely understands and doesn't want to admit. Jordan can't refuse a challenge, but she might have bitten off more than she can chew.
Master Donovan is used to taking what-and who-he wants, and he won't stop until he gets it... No Refusal is a BDSM Club Series novel. Where erotic submission isn't just accepted, but demanded...
Pleasure Planet Sep 07 2020 Eros By Claire Thompson Aria Loran has just paid a princely sum for a one-week vacation she'll never forget. Too busy and powerful for "real love," Aria has "rented" a mate who is guaranteed to be the man of her dreams. She doesn't bargain for the
telepathic lover who will explore fantasies she has barely admitted, even to herself. Forced to submit as his sex slave, Aria connects with fears and desires deep within her psyche. As the week draws to a close, Aria must face losing a man who can't be real and a love that most certainly
is. Tristan's Woman By Beverly Havlir A half-breed and a pariah, exotic dancer Ava Summerlin dreams of leaving Pleasure Planet and finding a new home elsewhere. Tristan, Commander of The Destroyer, is a Cyborg in search of his long lost people. He desires Ava from the moment
he first sees her. But on Pleasure Planet, a half-breed is forbidden from having sexual encounters with anyone. But Tristan's lust will not be denied. He wants Ava and he will have her. But everything will change when he discovers her true identity.
Perspectives on Agrammatism Oct 09 2020 Agrammatic aphasia (agrammatism), resulting from brain damage to regions of the brain involved in language processing, affects grammatical aspects of language. Therefore, research examining language breakdown (and recovery) patterns
in agrammatism is of great interest and importance to linguists, neurolinguists, neuropsychologists, neurologists, psycholinguists and speech and language pathologists from all over the world. Research in agrammatism, studied across languages and from different perspectives, provides
information about the grammatical structures that are affected by brain damage, their nature, and how language (and the brain) recovers from brain damage. The chapters in this book focus on the symptoms that arise in agrammatic aphasia at the lexical, morphological and sentence level
and address these impairments from neurolinguistic, neuropsychological and neurological perspectives. Special attention is given to methods for assessment and treatment of agrammatism and to the neurobiological changes that can result from the treatments. Perspectives on
Agrammatism provides an up-to-date overview of research that has been done over the past two decades. With contributions from the most influential aphasiologists from Europe and the United States, it provides an indispensable reference for students and academics in the field of
language disorders.
Social Work Practice with LGBTQIA Populations Jul 26 2019 Social Work Practice with LGBTQIA Populations provides an overview of key issues for social workers working with LGBTQIA clients. Each chapter considers clients' experiences in different social and interpersonal
contexts. This text encourages students to think critically about the barriers and discriminations clients might face in their lives and how social workers can be equipped to address these issues. Students are challenged to develop approaches that extend support to these clients and that
remove structural barriers that clients face within the systems they encounter. Utilizing intersectionality theory, students will gain an understanding of the risks and protective factors unique to this population in social work contexts.
No Entry Aug 31 2022 Awaken your forbidden desires in the Inner Room... After a lifetime of suppressing her darkest erotic fantasies, Marissa dares to take the leap at last, unable to resist the rare and exclusive chance to train in the Master's Inner Room... Master Cam has no idea the
novice submissive he's agreed to assess is none other than the new colleague at his day job. He doesn't bank on the powerful reaction, both emotional and sexual, that ignites between them. Ignoring the risks, he takes her past her fears into the dark, edgy world of erotic submission. But
there's a lot on the line when Marissa is faced with unwanted attention from a player who refuses to take no for an answer-not just the risk to their careers, but a test of the fledgling connection between Master and sub. The passion is real... So is the danger... Previously titled: The Inner
Room No Entry is a BDSM Club Series novel. Where erotic submission is not only accepted, but demanded.
Slave Island Aug 19 2021
My Daughter’s Wedding Jun 24 2019 When ‘bride to be’ and single parent, Charlotte, discovers that her 61-year-old widowed mother is in a new relationship, she struggles to come to terms with it. “Why do you need to have a man, at your age?” Charlotte asks, “Can’t you just be a
grandma?”
The Great Shark Hunt Jan 30 2020 ‘Well . . .yes, and here we go again’ Dr Hunter S. Thompson Indeed we do. Here, in one chunky volume, is the best of gonzo. From Private Thompson in trouble with the air force, to the devastating portrait of the ageing Muhammad Ali. Taking in the

Kentucky Derby, Freak Power in the Rockies, Nixon in ’68, McGovern in ’72, Fear and Loathing at the Watergate, Jimmy Carter and the Great Leap of Faith – and much more. An indispensable compendium of decadence, depravity and horse-sense. ‘Hunter Thompson elicits the same
kind of admiration one would feel for a streaker at Queen Victoria’s funeral’ William F. Buckley ‘No other reporter reveals how much we have to fear and loathe, yet does it so hilariously. Now that the dust of the sixties has settled, his hallucinated vision strikes one as having been the
sanest’ Nelson Algren
Slave Jade: Formerly Kidnapped - Revised and Expanded Aug 26 2019 Brutally abducted, a young woman is forced into submission and sexual slavery. An explicit, disturbing and erotic exploration into the twisted mind of a sadist and the women he claims to love.
I Know I Saw Her Sep 27 2019 'Taut and spine-tingling, I Know I Saw Her journeys through the apparent normality of suburban lives to expose the hidden terrors behind closed doors - a riveting read.' LAURA ELLIOT, BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF GUILTY Parnell Park is an
ordinary suburban street. Alice from number 25 has a quiet life but she craves more. So she watches the street's inhabitants -- taking a special interest in Kevin and Kim, the beautiful, charming couple from across the road -- wondering what goes on behind closed doors. One day, on a
visit to London, Alice sees Kim on a passing train. But when she later mentions this to Kevin, he tells her she has made a mistake, insisting that his wife is on holiday in the West of Ireland. But Alice knows what she saw. So who is lying? Kevin, or his wife? Alice feels compelled to
investigate, and her concern for Kim quickly intensifies. And as she enters a high-stakes game with shadowy rules and hidden dangers, Alice is soon to find out that the thing you crave can be the most dangerous thing of all. Set over the course of a sultry summer, I Know I Saw Her is a
masterfully told suspense novel about desire, appearances and deception, as compelling as it is creepy, full of unexpected turns.
The Five O'Clock Apron Oct 21 2021 Faced with the daily challenge of what to cook for her three young children, chef and mum Claire Thomson made it her mission to inspire parents stuck in a teatime rut. Every day she makes a ‘proper’ tea, tweeting it at 5pm - from that her blog '5
O’clock Apron' was born and a popular Guardian column on cooking for children followed. Claire wants to inspire other parents and invigorate the concept of family cookery. Cooking shouldn't be a chore, one meal for the grown-ups and another for the children. Claire's fresh, exciting
meals are versatile and flavourful enough to please everyone around the table, encouraging parents to view food differently, to refresh their culinary imaginations and find real joy in cooking for their children. Featuring sections on milk, bread, grains, pulses, rice, vegetables, fruit and
fish, 5 O’clock Apron will engage and empower parents. Not just a recipe book, but a way of thinking about how to shop, cook, eat and celebrate as a family, Claire provides a unique insight, as both a mother and a chef, into what really makes food appealing for children.
Home Cookery Year Dec 11 2020 "You could cook non-stop from this book for, indeed, a year, without ever getting bored! With over 200 recipes, and with an expansive flavour palette, it is a boon for those in a cooking rut." – Nigella Lawson "this book is very timely... and there are
so many wantable dishes here... Among the dishes calling me are sausage and fennel focaccia rolls; squash baked with beer, cheese, cream and pretzels; and cherry Bakewell pudding." – Diana Henry, Telegraph "What a beauty... imaginative, appealing recipes grounded in good sense...
you can taste the experience, that these are lived recipes." – Rachel Roddy "the one cook book you really need this autumn is this practical work from the ever-inventive Thomson" – Independent "One of my tests of how much I am excited by a new cookbook is how many recipes I feel
driven to mark with a Post-It note. With Home Cookery Year I suddenly realised I was Post-It noting nearly every page." – Bee Wilson Home Cookery Year is the new essential kitchen bible, year-round and every day. Claire Thomson writes foolproof, imaginative recipes to please the
whole family – as a professional chef and mum of three, she understands what it’s like to whip up tasty, crowd-pleasing dishes in minimal time at the end of a busy working day. Wearing its seasonality lightly, with the emphasis on usefulness and practicality, Home Cookery Year offers
mealtime solutions for: midweek emergencies cooking on a budget on a budget and storecupboard recipes salads and light lunches treat yourself (indulgent dishes for special occasions) celebration feasts Every recipe you will ever need is in here, for every occasion, with twists on
classics, and super ideas for jaded palates for young and old alike.
Sub for Hire Jun 28 2022 Writer by day, sub for hire by night. Blond, built and as hot as they come, Josh knows his dream of D/s romance has no place in the dungeons where he bares his body for any Master's whim. Michael, piercing blue eyes, movie-star smile and compelling Dom
persona, can have any man he wants with the snap of his fingers. On an impulse he checks out Dungeon Dreams, known for its stable of hot male submissives. Though the scene is controlled, "slave j" reacts with an unexpected passion to the kiss of Michael's whip and his sensual touch.
Slave j's intense response steals Michael's breath, but he's determined to forget the green-eyed man since by definition their "relationship" can never be more than a game. Josh-his body, imagination and perhaps a piece of his heart-is captured by the sexy Dom. He finds his carefully
compartmentalized world crumbling. Somehow he must face and conquer his desire for a man he might never see again, one who regards him only as a sub for hire.
The Auction Nov 09 2020 Naked, bound and in chains, at the mercy of the man who purchased her—body and soul—for the next 30 days. Carly Abrams, at a financial dead-end, has gathered her courage, exaggerated her experience and signed on as a submissive sex slave at an
exclusive BDSM auction house. Adam Wise is gorgeous, filthy rich, sexually dominant and used to getting exactly what he wants. He has a fully-equipped dungeon and water bondage chamber in his home, all of it waiting for the woman who will submit to his darkest sadistic fantasies.
With no interest in the emotional complications of romance, bidding on a highly trained sex slave strikes him as the perfect solution. From the moment they sign the contract, Adam subjects Carly to sexual torture and BDSM scenes that push every boundary—physical, mental and
emotional—leaving her at once terrified and longing for more. Neither counts on the emotional impact and deep sense of connection such a relationship entails, even if Carly is just a sub for hire. Each day takes the pair deeper into a dark and sensual journey. In the struggle of wills and
the tangling of hearts that ensues, both Adam and Carly must find the strength to face their secret fears and the courage to seize that most elusive and dangerous of dreams—love.
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